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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...

Sunny Surprise

by Katrina Deane ~ Guest Writer

As I awake this morning I can feel something different. Did my alarm clock die? No, it’s 5 minutes until it
goes off at 8:30. There must be some explanation for
this. Wait... what is that sound? Birds? Are there... birds
chirping? What is this, the Lower Peninsula? We don’t
get birds here in the winter. But sure enough; the trill of
a blue-jay alights my ears in harmony with what must be
four chickadees.
As I stumble out of bed in a tangled confusion of
sheets, duvets, quilts, and comforters (paying for heat
is expensive you know) I throw open the curtains and
am immediately blinded. What is this madness! The
neighbors must have bought some obnoxious spotlight
meant to attract birds! As my vision clears, I squint again
toward the window.
That’s not a spotlight. That’s the sun! So we’re in Africa
now?! The sun can just come when it pleases and encourage all that cacophonous chirping?! This is the U.P.!
We don’t see the sun. We see mounds of blizzards. We
just had TWO snow days and here it comes waltzing in
like it owns the place.
Well hear me now sun, you can pack your bags AND
your birds. I’ll have none of it today. I have a mile to
walk to campus and I’d prefer not to have to peel off
layers scarves and coats just cause you think you’re going to have a go in Houghton today. Good riddance.

Red Wings Sign Star
Free Agent

Friday, February 22, 2013

Ken Ken

by Jeremy “Mr. Sunshine” Loucks ~ Daily Bull

Detroit - When the NHL lockout officially ended, teams
and fans were thrilled to have hockey again. Unfortunately, due to the length of the negotiations, a shortened,
compressed season was created, attempting to fit as
much hockey as possible into the small timeframe. This
compression has led to many problems that normally
would have worked themselves out in a longer season.
The Red Wings have been devastated with injuries. Established players like Todd Bertuzzi, Darren Helm, and
Johan Franzen have missed significant time to injury,
while newcomers Brendan Smith, “newcomer” Mikael
Samuelsson, and Carlo “glass bones” Colaiacovo have
missed nearly the entire season so far. They’ve had to
call up so many players from Grand Rapids, the team just
hired a bus to drive the route to Detroit 24/7, just in case
someone else gets hurt.
When most folks think of the constant grind a team faces
in a shortened season, they think about the players.
However, teams and arenas are filled with support staff
who, in a shortened season, face many daunting injuries
themselves. Tommy, the main ticket taker at the west
entrance, has carpal tunnel from scanning too many
tickets without time in between games for his wrists to
relax. Jean, a beer vendor, has sprained her ankle selling
overpriced beverages. Scruffy, the janitor, is having PTSD
flashbacks from the epic pile of shit that was the Anaheim
game. Even head trainer Piet Van Zant is having fainting
see Everywhere on back

Word of the day: ballerhouse.

...like crashing on your own couch!

Cinderella story. Outta nowhere. A former
greenskeeper, now, about to become the Masters
champion. It looks like a mirac...It’s in the hole!
It’s in the hole! It’s in the hole!
Carl Spackler, Caddyshack

Fill the grid with the digits 1-8 so as not to repeat a digit in any row or column
so the digits within each heavily outlined box or boxes (cage) will produce the
target number shown in that cage by using the operation (addition, subtraction,
multiplication, or division) shown by the symbol after the numeral. For example,
the notation 6+ means that the numerals in the cage should add up to 6 and the
notation 48x means that by multiplying the numbers in the cage you will get 48.

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Buy One Medium Pizza, Get
Another Medium for Half Price!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

Yo, So I Herd You Liek Mazes

from Everywhere on front

spells, rushing from injured player to injured player with no time to sleep.
Due to the many injuries both on and off the ice, GM Ken Holland decided it
was time to make a move. His bold hiring is expected to bring some stability
back to the franchise. At a press conference this morning, he announced that
he had managed to land coveted free agent “Stan the popcorn guy.”
When asked for comment, Holland said, “Well, we’ve always had an eye on
Stan. For years he sold more popcorn than any other professional hockey
vendor, even in tough stadiums like Phoenix and Minnesota. I mean, you have
to be a hell of an artist to sell popcorn in empty stadiums! We liked his poise;
he’s a real leader and team player, and adds a lot to our organization. Hopefully he fills right in for our normal vendor, who is on long-term injured reserve
after getting popcorn lung.”
All-Star forward and actual wizard, Pavel Datsyuk, also commented on the signing. “We’re so very excited to add him to the team. I mean, the fans need to
be happy in their seats right? It’s not like we needed another scoring threat,
or defensemen that don’t take 20 penalty minutes a game, so why not make
a huge splash by hiring Stan? Excuse me, I need to practice my rink-long,
whoop-your-entire-team-and-score juke moves.”
No word yet as to how this will affect the team’s play, but all indications point
to not in the slightest.
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Attention! Change in Movie!
The Movie this Week is:

Ghost Busters

8:30 and 11:00 PM
Friday and Saturday

